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Abstract
The paper provides an overview of recent research and publications on the integration of research
data in Current Research Information Systems (CRIS) and addresses three related issues, i.e. the
object of evaluation, identifier schemes and conservation. Our focus is on social sciences and
humanities. As research data gradually become a crucial topic of scientific communication and
evaluation, current research information systems must be able to consider and manage the great
variety and granularity levels of data as sources and results of scientific research. More empirical and
moreover conceptual work is needed to increase our understanding of the reality of research data
and the way they can and should be used for the needs and objectives of research evaluation. The
paper contributes to the debate on the evaluation of research data, especially in the environment of
open science and open data, and will be helpful in implementing CRIS and research data policies.

Introduction
In principio erat data, at the beginning was the data, with software systems to manage the research
data. Back in the 1970s those systems were antecedents of the current research information systems
(CRIS) designed to store and manage data about research conducted at an institution or organization
and to extract useful knowledge for research management (Jeffery 2004). But, as Keith G. Jeffery
stated, “the end-user should be able to obtain not only information on projects, persons and
organizations and their patents, products and publications (…) but also the actual publications online
with references to the data upon which the work is based and any associated software,
instrumentation, methods and techniques” (p.83).
So far, research performance has mainly been measured in terms of publications, patents and
funding. Open Science changes the game by introducing research data in the assessment process. In
the era of e-Science and Big Data, research data are to be considered, in the words of the VicePresident of the European Commission responsible for the Digital Agenda, Neelie Kroes1, as “fuel” for
economy and science. How do CRIS capitalize on this fuel? How should they, and why? The following
paper presents an update and offers some responses and perspectives to the question/issue of the
rapport between research data and CRIS. In particular, it addresses three topics:




What does “research data” mean? In other words, what exactly is (or should be) the object
of evaluation?
How are research data identified? Or how should research data be identified?
What is the link between evaluation and long-term preservation?

The discussion is followed by some recommendations for further development of CRIS. Its approach
is “value agnostic” – it does not ask whether evaluating research data is good or bad. It rather
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assesses the way in which the evaluation is performed, the conditions under which it is performed,
and the way in which it could be improved.

Methodology
The study is part of ongoing research and development on research data in social sciences and
humanities at the University of Lille (GERiiCO research laboratory and academic library) and at the
National Conservatory of Arts and Crafts in Paris (DICEN-IDF research laboratory). Our paper is based
on a triple methodology:
1. Literature review: we identified about 30 recent papers on the link between research data
and current research information systems, with Google Scholar, the Scopus database and the
euroCRIS DSpace CRIS digital repository2. The state of the art covers issues such as metadata,
funders’ requirements and granularity.
2. Survey on data repositories: we analysed the social sciences and humanities data
repositories in the re3data directory3, regarding their compliance with the requirements of
research evaluation.
3. Studies on data management: we re-analysed our own former and ongoing surveys on
research data management (Schöpfel & Prost 2016, Rebouillat 2015), in particular regarding
the typology of data resources and results, in order to gain complementary empirical
evidence for the discussion on the object of evaluation.
We define CRIS together with the recent EUNIS study rather pragmatically as “informational
system(s), built in-house or purchased from a vendor, dedicated to collecting, analysing, reporting,
providing access and disseminating research and development (R&D) information”, in contrast to
institutional repositories, i.e. “digital collection(s) of research outputs (mainly publications and
datasets) aiming to collect, preserve and disseminate the intellectual production of a higher
education or research institution” (Ribeiro et al. 2015, slide 8).

Findings
1. The topic “research data” in CRIS studies
All papers and meetings in current research information systems talk about data. However, only a
small number focus on research data especially since 2010, probably due to their growing
importance in the context of cyberinfrastructure and open science. Some papers confuse data on
research with research data and produce misunderstanding and ambiguity between information
about persons, units and projects, and research data defined as “factual records (numerical scores,
textual records, images and sounds) used as primary sources for scientific research, (…) that are
commonly accepted in the scientific community as necessary to validate research findings” (OECD
2006). Vanhaverbeke et al. (2014) for instance define research data as “research-related data” on
persons, projects and organizational units, opposed to “datasets” stored in open access repositories
along with metadata and publications.
Research data have been defined in many different ways but there is little consensus. Following the
OMB Circular 1104, research data can be considered as “the recorded factual material commonly
accepted in the scientific community as necessary to validate research findings.” Re3data.org
distinguishes between fourteen different types of data (archived data, audio-visual data,
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configuration data, databases, images, network-based data, plain text, raw data, scientific and
statistical data formats, software applications, source code, standard office documents, structured
graphics, and structured text) but admits that there are other categories in the 1,500 indexed
repositories. We’ll cite two examples:




Lyon & Pink from the University of Bath define research data as “the data, records, files or
other evidence, irrespective of their content or form (e.g. in print, digital, physical or other
forms), that comprise a research project’s observations, findings or outcomes, including
primary materials and analysed data” (2012, p.3). They add that research data can take a
variety of forms and cite results of experiments or simulations, statistics and measurements,
models and software, observations e.g. fieldwork, survey results, interview recordings and
transcripts, and coding applied to these, images from cameras and scientific equipment, and
textual source materials and annotations.
The CODATA-ICSTI Task Group on Data Citation Standards and Practices (2013) applies a
“broadly inclusive” description of digital research data that “refers as well to forms of data
and databases that generally require the assistance of computational machinery and
software in order to be useful, such as various types of laboratory data including
spectrographic, genomic sequencing, and electron microscopy data; observational data, such
as remote sensing, geospatial, and socio-economic data; and other forms of data either
generated or compiled by humans or machines” (CIDCR11).

The usual format of research evaluation systems like CERIF5 distinguishes between persons, units and
projects; with regard to the research output, they usually take into account publications, patents and
other products. Research data are part of the latter. In the following, we will use the term “research
data” as part of the research output and as a “systematic, partial representation of the subject being
investigated” (OECD 2006).
Compared to the content of the euroCRIS DSpace CRIS digital repository with 385 items published
between 2002 and 2015, the sample of 27 papers dealing with research data in CRIS represents only
5% (figure 1). Two papers were published early in 2002 and 2004, while the main bulk was published
more recently, over the last four years.
Today, the CRIS is evolving in a new environment of repositories and research data programs (Jeffery
2012). Nevertheless, while people and publications are crucial elements of CRIS, research data are
not or less. A recent definition of key performance indicators (KPI) enumerates staff, PhD projects,
research projects, funding and publication output such as paper in journals, proceedings, books and
book chapters, citations and IF top journal publications but omits datasets (Vanhaverbeke et al.
2014). The final report of the EUNIS – euroCRIS joint survey on European CRIS and institutional
repositories reveals that only half of the CRIS (51%) provide functionalities for research data
management and that only one out of five institutional repositories (18%) contain datasets (Ribeiro
et al. 2015, 2016).
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Figure 1: CRIS digital repository: items (n=385) and sample (n=27)

One reason may be that up to now the demand and usage of datasets stored in data repositories has
remained limited. Hogenaar et al. (2010) state for the Dutch NARCIS platform: “(The) number of
searches for datasets is remarkably small (7%)” (p.296). Another hindrance may be the lack of
awareness, knowledge and/or skills by information professionals themselves. In their report on the
implementation of Atira’s PURE system6 at King’s College, London, McGrath and Cox (2014) observe
that “another issue encountered was the need to validate more unusual forms of research outputs,
e.g. web sites and datasets, which some library staff felt rather unqualified to perform”.
In spite of this, CRIS are usually considered as an option to improve library services for research data
management, especially by linking and storage. CRIS can enhance workflow and provenance control,
due to identifiers, common vocabulary, rich semantics and links to publication, and improve data
quality and efficiency (Doorn 2014). Clements and Proven (2015) highlight the potential of CRIS for
the discovery of data underpinning research publications. Yet, while datasets are included in the
general architecture of the University of St Andrews system (figure 2), they are not part of the CRIS
process itself which lays emphasis on green and gold publications.
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Figure 2: St Andrews CRIS architecture (Clements & Proven 2015, slide 11)

In other words, datasets are generally not considered as elements or objects of evaluation stricto
sensu, in the same way as journal articles or patents. But CRIS can become a framework for the
discovery of existing datasets, in order to foster access and make use of them.

2. Funding agencies’ requirements
Funders hold the key for the development of research information systems. Doorn (2014) asserts
that “research funding and performing bodies are taking an increasing interest in what happens to
research data”. They want credit to assert ownership, want to know about impact and reuse, and are
interested in connecting data and publications (Ashley 2013). Data repositories are not only
necessary to provide crucial evidence for publications, to allow data sharing and data reuse but they
are moreover increasingly required by funding agencies for the deposit of datasets produced by
funded research projects (Ribeiro 2013). These requirements constitute another reason for CRIS to
integrate data.
Each funding agency labels its own and specific data-related requirements. Nevertheless, some
essential criteria are common to most of them (Ashley 2013, Davidson et al. 2014, Doorn 2014):






An explicit data policy (awareness) governing the research life cycle,
A research data management plan,
A statement about open access to the data,
Long-term surely preservation (storage) for at least ten years,
A structured metadata description.

The UK Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council’s (EPSRC)7 expectations for instance
include the requirements that organisations receiving EPSRC funding will:




“Publish appropriately structured metadata describing the research data they hold (…).
Ensure that EPSRC-funded data is securely preserved for a minimum of ten years (…).
Ensure that effective data curation is provided throughout the full data lifecycle (…)” (Lewis
2014, p.2).

Often the attribution of a DOI is required, and sometimes the statement about open access is
expected to include permanent access (accessibility). Other criteria are data monitoring, guidance for
data management, linking publications to data, storage of non-digital research data (with conversion
into digital format), the creation of a data repository and/or a data centre, data-related cost
assessment, explicit access information (with conditions of restricted access), evaluation of impact
and benefits (see for instance Lyon & Pink 2012).
The JISC funded DCC Discovery Service for UK Research Data promotes the RIF-CS interchange format
designed for evaluation and compliance with CERIF (Ball et al. 2015). RIF-CS links datasets to projects
(originating output), to persons (principal investigators), to publications (referencing datasets) and to
other datasets (derivatives) and can moreover express the party that manages the dataset, the party
that owns the dataset, a publication that cites the dataset, a publication that documents the dataset,
and a publication of which the dataset is a supplement.
Increasing interest by funding bodies generally means strong recommendations or a code of conduct
for the data management; it sometimes involves a clear and explicit request or mandate. Often,
funding bodies expect the creation of a public data catalogue (metadata) and a data archive
(preservation). Also, they expect institutions to provide the necessary human and technical
infrastructure. Sometimes they offer additional funding for data curation. However, it is not always
obvious how (and if) they will assure the follow-up, beyond the initial statement of intention.

3. Metadata (1): standards
In general, sufficient metadata and stable identifiers are considered as necessary to improve the
usefulness of repository workflows (Littauer et al. 2012). Such a CRIS framework requires the
incorporation of specific, data-related metadata which was for instance the goal of the JISC funded
CERIF for the Datasets (C4D) project (Grinty et al. 2012). In a CRIS environment, a metadata
catalogue constitutes a key component for the integration of data, data products and services (Bailo
& Jeffery 2014), insofar as it provides description of datasets but also of software, services, users and
resources like computers, data stores, laboratory equipment and instruments. Hodson (2013) notes a
great diversity of metadata standards and stresses the importance of generic issues, such as place
(geographic location, spatial coverage) and time (temporal coverage, time of production). Other
topics are linked to population, licensing and access control. Accessibility plays a special role –
metadata should inform if datasets are available for everyone or through selective disclosure.
For generic metadata, Ashley (2013) suggests international standards, such as the European INSPIRE
directive on spatial information8 for place or the General International Standard Archival Description
ISAD(G)9 for time. The Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory’s Science Data Portal pilot project (Matthews
et al. 2002) and the European OpenAIRE guidelines for data archives (Principe et al. 2014) are two
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major examples for a generic, domain agnostic metadata schema, reducing lack of consistency and
providing interoperability through a limited number of properties. The OpenAIRE system links
publications and authors to datasets, and then datasets are linked to data providers and projects
(figure 3).

Figure 3: OpenAIRE integrated scientific information system (Principe et al. 2014)

According to the OpenAIRE guidelines, data repositories should contain datasets either as outcomes
of funded research projects or linked with publications in the OpenAIRE information space. Their
metadata should at least contain information on funding, access rights and licensing, related
publications and datasets, and embargoes. The Dublin Core, as a kind of minimal standard for
metadata of all kinds, appears compliant with research data, i.e. it can be used to describe these
data; at least eleven out of the fifteen DC core elements can be qualified in a way that the DC
supports functions required in a laboratory setting – discovery, usage, authentication,
administration… (Bartolo et al. 2014). Matthews et al. (2002) suggest a complete mapping of all
fifteen DC elements in the Science Data Portal metadata schema.
Citations, too, should support the discovery of data and their documentation, and they should
facilitate the establishment of provenance of data. Citations and metadata are interdependent, as
the CODATA report on ten emerging principles of data citation (2013) indicates. Citations “should
employ widely accepted metadata standards” (p.6) as they “generally embed a limited number of
metadata elements, such as a persistent identifier, descriptive title, and fixity information (for
provenance verification). The data objects described by the citation are generally discoverable by this
citation metadata (…)” (p.13).

4. Metadata (2): specificity and granularity
Beyond standards, enhanced metadata for datasets are typically specific to research fields,
disciplines or institutions inferring a community perspective to data from different sources and
disciplinary contexts, an approach that respects disciplinary workflows, tools and standards (Ashley
2013). Detailed information about datasets describe for instance particular subjects, data types,
methods or scientific names (species). In other words, metadata should be as standard as possible,

but also as flexible as is needed, to accommodate the variant practices among communities, without
compromising interoperability of data across communities (CODATA 2013).
One example for this mix of standardization and flexibility is the “RDE Metadata Profile for EPrints”
developed during the Research Data @Essex project for the Essex Research Data Repository pilot at
the University of Essex (Ensom and Wolton 2012), with 15 core and 31 “detail” elements, partly
standard and controlled. This “mix” reflects the large heterogeneity of datasets, of their syntax
(format), semantics (meaning) and schema (model). Koskela (2011) suggests a three-level
architecture of descriptive, structural and administrative metadata (figure 4) designed to cope with
this heterogeneity.

Figure 4: Three-level metadata architecture from DataONE (Koskela 2011, slide 9)

Granularity is a particular problem: some metadata catalogues provide a rather low level of detail
and specificity in describing the various aspects of data and datasets (Elbaek et al. 2010). The
Rutherford-Appleton pilot project proposes a model of scientific data holdings with two levels and
three different items (figure 5).

Figure 5: Hierarchy of data holdings (Matthews et al. 2002, slide 15)

According to this model, each data holding takes the form of a hierarchy – “one investigation
generates a sequence of logical data sets, and each data set is instantiated via a set of digital files”
(Matthews et al., p.197). These data files can be raw data, intermediary or final data. They are tied
together by metadata but have different addresses and can be located on different servers. Their
overall boundary depends on the initial investigation. Yet, data are not publications, their
requirements are not the same as those of publications, they do not always have clean/clear
boundaries, and their metadata must be able to support change – “changing data can have fixed
metadata but don’t force data to freeze” (Ashley 2013). Data curation throughout its lifecycle is more
than preservation insofar as it implies dealing with change but also less insofar as it sometimes
means data destruction (Ashley 2014).
The European Plate Observing System (EPOS) defines another data model with four data levels,
compliant with the C4D project (Bailo & Jeffery 2014):





“Level 0: raw data, or basic data (example: seismograms, accelerograms, time series, etc.)
Level 1: data products coming from nearly automated procedures (earthquake locations,
magnitudes, focal mechanism, shake-maps, etc.)
Level 2: data products resulting from scientists’ investigations (crustal models, strain maps,
earthquake source models, etc.)
Level 3: integrated data products coming from complex analyses or community shared
products (hazards maps, catalogue of active faults, etc.)”.

These four levels explicitly depend on the field of investigation but may be transposed to other
domains, as a kind of domain agnostic data categorizations. Yet, the granularity remains a problem,
especially of identifiers like the DOI which do not by themselves address granularity (CODATA 2013,
CIDCR14). We will come back to this question below.

5. Data repositories and evaluation
In their case study on the University of St Andrews CRIS, Clements & McCutcheon (2014) highlight
the interest of an authoritative list of trusted data repositories as a service for their researchers, for
discovery and registry. Their problem has two names: heterogeneity of files, formats and metadata,
and specificity of disciplines and instruments. A couple of years ago, a preliminary analysis of
research data in the OpenDOAR directory revealed that only “a minority of archives used a specific
variable to uniquely identify project ID, title and acronym (CERIF attributes of the core entity Project)
and had specific functionality to make this information retrievable” (Luzi et al. 2012, p.81). At that
time, OpenDOAR contained only 43 data archives (2% of all repositories), only twelve with project
reference, i.e. with specific variables for projects or related information in other fields, providing the
possibility to make the link. Luzi et al. concluded that an enhancement of data repositories was
needed, using the CERIF model with its well-defined semantics. A recent paper defines four
foundational principles to improve infrastructures supporting the reuse of research data, i.e.
findability, accessibility, interoperability, and reusability (FAIR Data Principles, Wilkinson et al. 2016).
These principles are useful to characterize well-curated data repositories through more or less stated
criteria, like assignment of a globally unique and persistent identifier (F1), rich metadata (F2/R1), a
standardized and open communications protocol (A1), a formal, accessible, shared, and broadly
applicable language for knowledge representation (I1), or a clear and accessible data usage license
(R1.1).
All three papers share the evidence that all data repositories are not qualified for research
evaluation. In order to gain more empirical insight, we analysed the data repositories labelled by the
international registry re3data.org with regard to selected criteria. We limited our sample to

repositories covering the social sciences and humanities, i.e. 413 repositories representing 27% of
the re3data.org content. The survey was conducted in March 2016. The repositories are located in 43
different countries, mostly in the United States (38%), Germany (20%), the United Kingdom (14%) or
in other Member States of the European Union. Nearly all are non-profit institutional data
repositories (97%), with 66% of them having an explicitly disciplinary character.
Identifiers: Do the research data repositories use a persistent identifier system to make their
provided data persistent, unique and citable? In our sample, 200 repositories don’t (48%). 128
repositories use DOI (31%), 83 use handle (20%), while other identifiers (URN, ARK, Purl) are hardly
used. Re3data.org offers very little information about author identifier systems; ORCID is used by
only nine repositories (2%).
Metadata: Do the repositories apply metadata standards? Only 155 repositories do (38%). The most
important standard is the Dublin Core (12%), followed by the Data Documentation Initiative (10%)
and the W3C RDF Data Cube Vocabulary (2%). The part of domain agnostic, generic standards can be
estimated at 16% (Dublin Core, W3C, DataCite, OAI-ORE) while the part of domain specific metadata
schemas is 22% (social sciences, surveys, geography, ecology…). 156 repositories allow versioning
(38%), in other words they take into account the dynamic character of datasets throughout the
project and data lifecycle.
Quality: The directory does not inform about preservation policy. Yet, the existence of quality
management can be considered as an indicator that a repository is committed to long term
preservation, at least for five to ten years. 284 data repositories have some kind of quality
management (69%). 136 repositories have obtained a certificate or label (33%), such as the Dutch
Data Seal of Approval DSA, a domain agnostic label (14%), the German Council for Social and
Economic Data RatSWD label (6%) or the European Common Language Resources and Technology
Infrastructure CLARIN certificate B (4%).
Open access: 330 repositories (80%) provide complete open access to the deposited data. 65% can
(also) provide restricted access (for registered users, institutional members, on demand, required
fees), 10% can manage embargoes and 15% can support closed access.
Licensing: 156 repositories (38%) disseminate their data with full copyright but this does not mean
that they do not allow some kind of licensing, on request. 137 repositories support the Creative
Commons CC licenses (33%), 23 disseminate data under the CC Public Domain CC0 license (6%), 14
under the Open Data Commons Attribution License ODC (3%) and 11 under the Open Game License
OGL (3%). Yet there are many other licenses, institutional or domain specific.
Only few repositories satisfy all conditions, i.e. are compliant with the main CRIS requirements. The
re3data.org directory reveals a landscape of a large number of very different data repositories,
domain or institution specific rather than generic. Variety and diversity prevail, which reflects the
proximity with research communities and institutions but at the same time makes the assessment of
their usefulness for evaluation and CRIS more difficult.
Our paper is limited to social sciences and humanities. However, even if some details may be
different, this general observation applies also to the other fields of research, to scientific, technical
and medical domains (STM). The part of STM data repositories in re3data.org without persistent
identifiers is even higher (>70%) while the part with some kind of quality assurance is roughly the
same (64%). There are fewer repositories with generic metadata standards such as the Dublin Core
(only 2%), few repositories disseminate their data under CC licenses (<20%). But the overall
statement remains valid: diversity and specificity is the rule, and the integration into a system

architecture built on standards, domain agnostic schemas and interoperability may be less easy than
one could expect.
Three French examples from an ongoing survey on data repository management in France may
illustrate the observations made above. The first example is ORTOLANG, a data repository in the field
of linguistics10. ORTOLANG is a public, non-profit repository for text corpora, funded by the French
Government (Pierrel 2014). The repository offers secured storage; one part of the 2000+ datasets is
back upped for long-term preservation by CINES, the French Supercomputing and Digital Archiving
Centre for Higher Education. ORTOLANG applies two persistent identifier systems, handle and ARK,
admits versioning and is compliant with the Dublin Core metadata schema. Re3data.org indicates
that ORTOLANG is part of the future French node of the European CLARIN network (see above) and
cooperates with the DARIAH Digital Research Infrastructure for the Arts and Humanities. So far, the
ORTOLANG is not certified CLARIN data centre. The Data Seal of Approval certification is in progress.
The datasets (text samples) are standardised; they are disseminated in open access, partly under
different Creative Commons licenses (CC-BY, CC-BY-NC-SA, International and French). Management
of limited access, embargoes and confidentiality is possible.
The main challenge of ORTOLANG is the integration in the European network of data repositories in
linguistics and digital humanities, which implies interoperability, quality assurance (maintaining a
high service level) and standardization. The main problem will be its sustainability, i.e. the future
funding of the repository and its staff beyond the project period (2013-2016/2019). For instance,
limited funding is the main reason why only one part of the ORTOLANG datasets is transferred to
CINES for long term preservation.
The second example is beQuali, a French data repository for qualitative surveys in social sciences
hosted and maintained by the Paris University of Political Sciences, Sciences Po11. Like ORTOLANG,
BeQuali is funded by the French Government (Duchesne & Garcia 2014). Launched in 2012, beQuali
still has a project status, with only five datasets online (surveys). The repository offers long term
preservation via CINES. BeQuali has no persistent identifier system; it adopts the metadata standard
of the Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) compliant with the Dublin Core set of 15 elements12.
BeQuali is part of the French network Quetelet, the French portal for data in the Humanities and
Social Sciences13, and a member of CESSDA, the Consortium of European Social Science Data
Archives. So far, beQuali is not certified or labelled. The survey metadata are available in open
access, including detailed information about the genesis and realization of each survey. The datasets
themselves, i.e. the transcriptions of interviews, the guidelines and survey reports are available on
duly substantiated request only, under the normal legal regime (copyright). Management of limited
access, embargoes and confidentiality is possible.
The main challenge of beQuali is awareness and deposits. The main problem will be future funding,
after the end of project funding. Interoperability, standardization, licensing and international
networking have not appeared to be priority issues so far.
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The third and last example is from STM: SEANOE14, a non-profit research data repository in Marine
Science launched in 2015 and funded by the French Public Research Institute for Exploitation of the
Sea Ifremer (Merceur 2015). In April 2016, SEANOE published more than 100 datasets, each with a
DOI. The metadata schema is compliant with the Dublin Core. The long-term preservation of data
filed in SEANOE is ensured by Ifremer infrastructure. All datasets are published in open access and
under Creative Commons licenses. An embargo of up to 2 years is possible for example, to restrict
access to data of a publication under scientific review. SEANOE is not certified so far. Together with
other French public research organisations Ifremer is preparing a quality label “Pôle Océan” for the
certification of marine science data15. On this level, Ifremer is cooperating with several international
programmes and networks, including the Research Data Alliance16.
The main challenge for SEANOE is NOT funding or long-term sustainability because for many years
now Ifremer has been conducting a pro-open access policy and is funding open access initiatives and
infrastructures, such as the institutional repository Archimer17 and now the data repository SEANOE.
In 2010, Ifremer decided on a total mandate for publications18. Regarding data, Ifremer has no
mandate but an explicit goal, to make public research results available (open science), reproducible
and citeable in a secured environment. So the main challenge of SEANOE is raising awareness and
fostering uptake and acceptance by the French Marine Science community, through a mix of
communication and user-oriented development, to increase straightforward handling and
monitoring.
One size does not fit all, and our idea is NOT that all data repositories should follow the same
schema. However, some internal and external (situational) factors seem helpful in achieving
compliance with requirements of CRIS and research evaluation, such as international networking, an
explicit pro-open access (open science) policy, leadership by information professionals and
partnership with a digital preservation service provider. On the other hand, limited funding and lack
of sustainability are threats to this compliance.

6. Research data management
Our recent studies on research data management (Schöpfel & Prost 2016) and research data in
dissertations (Prost et al. 2015), together with our work with PhD students on data management and
data sharing, add more empirical evidence on the topic. The main issues are:
Output/input: The distinction between primary and secondary data is essential for research data
management and data sharing. However it is unclear what should be measured for research
evaluation. Normally, only output should be assessed - in other words, secondary data. On the other
hand, collecting and curating primary data as input for research is time and resource consuming and
co-determines the quality of the scientific result. Should input be valued? Assessed? How? As a
resource or as a result, i.e. output? Primary data may also be third-party data “which may have
originated within the institution or come from elsewhere (sourced) for re-use (as an input) as part of
research projects (…) with terms and conditions specified by the data owners (e.g. in contracts,
licences, re-use agreements)” (Lyon & Pink 2012, p.3). Should those data initially produced by others
be considered as output?
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Generic/specific data: Our surveys show a great variety of research data, photographs, spreadsheets
and databases, text and speech samples, surveys, experimental data, interviews and so on. Some of
them are more or less specific to one or two disciplines while others (most) are more largely
distributed among the different domains of social sciences and humanities. According to our survey
results, the data distribution (“data profile”) seems to characterize a discipline better than a specific
type of data. This is a strong argument for a domain agnostic approach to metadata and evaluation.
Functional/dysfunctional: What researchers do with “their own data” is more or less functional and
compliant with their immediate needs, albeit they generally acknowledge the lack of back-up and
long term preservation solutions. In many cases, this form of data curation remains highly individual,
local and sometimes even private, e.g. when research data are stored on the hard disk “at home”.
This functional practice becomes dysfunctional regarding CRIS requirements and evaluation, which
imply collective, standard and community procedures, not private practice.
Funders are the key (but not exclusively): Funders’ requirements are a strong incentive for research
data management and sharing. H2020 guidelines on project proposals are a very (if not the most)
important motor for preparing a data management plan. Just as important are requests from other
researchers or the own institution (research centre, university).

Discussion – evaluation, identifiers and preservation
What exactly is data? What should be evaluated? How can one distinguish between collection of
data as input (primary data) and produced data as output (secondary data)? At what level of
granularity should the research data be evaluated? Which typology should be applied? Can we
identify any attempts of an evaluation-relevant typology of data?
As we stated above, there is no widely accepted definition of the term or concept of research data.
The Royal Society considers data as “qualitative or quantitative statements or numbers that are (or
assumed to be) factual” (2012, p.104). Just as data produced during and through scientific activity,
research data are a sub-category. Their characteristics and description depend largely on their
discipline, on instruments or procedures of collection and recording, also on their processing in order
to become exploitable (“readable”) or for exploitation.
Thus, the Research Information Network suggests a data classification based on the mode of
production or generation (observational, experimental, models or simulation, derived or compiled,
reference or canonical)19. The re3data repository distinguishes between fourteen different types or
formats of data but admits that the indexed repositories contain lots of other formats. A third
distinction can be made following the content of datasets (sociological surveys, DNA nucleotide
sequences, algorithms…). But because of the rapid development of new formats and contents, these
models are all but stable or exhaustive. Also, if data is defined too narrow, too specifically related to
a discipline or field of investigation, how can it be evaluated and compared to others? In their
“Roadmap for EPSRC” for the University of Bath, Lyon & Pink (2012) insist on the fact that research
data should be abstracted from the subjects of research, and as such should not include the subjects
of research themselves.

Object of evaluation
In summary, in line with empirical studies and research on CRIS, evaluating research data as a specific
part of scientific output together with scientific publications, gives attention rather to secondary data
and apply a generic approach to typology and methodology (procedures). But this approach remains
essentially descriptive and does not assess whether a given dataset produced by research project A is
19
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“better” (whatever this means20) than another dataset from research project B. Also, it does not say
anything of the potential impact of the produced data.
The development of CRIS did not produce any special data typology. In fact, as our literature review
shows, current research information systems generally do not evaluate research data in the strict
sense but data management, along with a more or less generic and standard description. This is quite
different from publications which are categorized, counted and pondered to provide institutional or
individual metrics. Regarding research data, even if they are considered as scientific output, they are
not assessed or measured but only described. CRIS usually assess investment in data management
and evaluate formal or procedural criteria like the existence of a data management plan
(stewardship), the application of data standards, citability, the sharing of datasets (open access),
copyright, third-party right and ethical clearance, reusability, identification and long term
preservation.
We asked above: “What exactly is data? What should be evaluated?” In the context of CRIS, the
answer may seem paradoxical – the exact nature of data seems more or less irrelevant for research
evaluation, because the real object of evaluation is data curation NOT data. Two other aspects
appear of particular interest, i.e. identifiers and preservation.

Identifiers
Persistent identifiers are a crucial condition for the identification of datasets and their linking to
publications, to make workflow URLs permanent and prolong workflow longevity long after
publication (Littauer et al. 2012). Our survey on data repositories shows that the DOI is usually the
preferred solution, compared to other options e.g. handle, URN etc. For instance, the French
Research Institute for Exploitation of the Sea (IFREMER) decided recently to assign DOIs to all
research data, in order to improve the visibility of their oceanographic projects and facilitate
research evaluation21. The same decision was taken at St Andrews: “Extending the CRIS to include
research data can be achieved by adding metadata to the CRIS with external links where appropriate
e.g. DOI to the data itself” (Clements & McCutcheon 2014, p.4).
But at what level of granularity should the DOI be assigned? A high-level DOI makes the access to
data more difficult. A low-level DOI makes the citation difficult. CODATA (2013) suggests that
“citations should support the finest-grained description necessary to identify the data (...) (However)
the optimum level and nature of granularity, however, would vary with the kind of data” (CIDCR16).
What constitutes a whole data set does not always seem obvious (Duke & Ball, 2012). A dataset, so
the CODATA report, may form part of a collection and be made up of several files, with each
containing several tables and many data points. It is possible but not necessary to attribute different
DOIs to the same dataset, on different levels. This manifest problem of the so-called granularity
principle makes it difficult to use identifiers for the evaluation of research data. DOIs are useful for
discovery, citation etc. but not for evaluation of data. In fact, CRIS evaluate the assignment of DOIs or
other persistent identifiers as a criterion of high-quality research management NOT the datasets
identified through DOI themselves.

Preservation
Our last question concerns the preservation issue – how is long-term conservation related to
evaluation? Generally, studies on data curation and CRIS consider long-term conservation necessary
and critical for research evaluation. The critical issue can be described as the choice of the
20
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repository(ies) for the deposit of the research data produced by an institution, a research project or
an individual scientist. The objects of assessment vary from policy statement (declaration, guarantee)
and institutional investment (human resources, budget) to certification, quality label and institutional
partnership with another expert and specialised organisation (service) in charge of data preservation
(data centre…). The re3data.org directory reveals that only one part of the data repositories meets
the needs of research evaluation formats and systems.
Should long-term preservation include data sharing, open access to research data? Usually, open
data policy is part of research evaluation, yet dependent on several conditions such as third-party
rights, confidentiality, etc. The European Amsterdam Call for Action on Open Science imposes on the
Member States the fact that open data should set the default standard for publicly funded research
and that standardised data management plans should become an integral part of the research
process and a precondition for funding. Open access should be the default, but other access regimes
are allowed, from open and free downloads to application and registration-based access. “Conditions
can be dependent on the nature of the data, common practice within a specific academic discipline,
legal (privacy) frameworks, and legitimate interests of the parties involved”22. So again, CRIS usually
appear assessing rather the (formal) possibility and/or policy of open research data rather than the
real openness.

Conclusion
As research data become a crucial topic of scientific communication and evaluation, current research
information systems must be able to handle them. Our paper provides an overview on recent
research and publications on the integration of research data in CRIS, with a focus on social sciences
and humanities. The literature review shows that only a small number of studies focus on research
data. While people and publications are crucial elements of CRIS, research data appear less
important. Nevertheless, CRIS are usually considered as an option to improve library services for
research data management, especially by linking and storage. CRIS can enhance workflow and
provenance control, improve data quality and efficiency and facilitate the discovery of data
underpinning research publications.
The Amsterdam Call for Action expects National authorities and Research Performing Organisations
to put in place an institutional data policy which clarifies institutional roles and responsibilities for
research data management and data stewardship. Funders are taking an increasing interest in what
is happening to research data, they want credit to assert ownership, they want to know about impact
and reuse, and are interested in connecting data and publications. Often, funding bodies expect the
creation of a public data catalogue (metadata) and a data archive (preservation). Also, they expect
institutions to provide the necessary human and technical infrastructure.
While the need for generic and domain agnostic, standard metadata and stable identifiers are put
forward, namely for place, time, linking, licensing and accessibility, enhanced metadata for datasets
are typically specific to research fields, disciplines or institutions inferring a community perspective
to data from different sources and disciplinary contexts, an approach that respects disciplinary
workflows, tools and standards.
Further empirical evidence shows that only few data repositories are compliant with the main CRIS
requirements, e.g. standard metadata, identifiers, long term preservation, etc. Variety and diversity
prevail, which reflects the proximity with research communities and institutions but at the same time
makes the assessment of their usefulness for evaluation and CRIS more difficult. Studies on research
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data management reveal that even if the distinction between primary and secondary data is essential
for research data management and data sharing, it is unclear what should be measured for research
evaluation. They provide evidence, too, for the interest of a domain agnostic approach to metadata
and evaluation, for the potential conflict between individual information behaviour and CRIS
requirements, and for the strong influence of funding bodies and also of institutions.
Especially when considering the funding bodies’ requirements and their translation into CRIS
functionalities, it appears that generally they do not evaluate research data in the strict sense but
data management, along with a more or less generic and standard description. The object of
evaluation are data related criteria, formal aspects e.g. data management plan, assignment of DOI to
datasets, rich and standard metadata (indexing), deposit in a labelled data repository (DataSeal,
FAIR…), liberal dissemination in the context of Open Data and Open Science.
Now, these data-related criteria are often in charge of information professionals, e.g. academic
librarians or data officers, rather than of scientists. They are part of project management and
governance, perhaps even of equipment (resources). It should be considered whether in the CRIS
environment, research data is really “output” or “product” like articles or patents, especially because
of the difficulty to define the data beyond mere description, to distinguish between primary and
secondary data, and to determine its granularity. At least, data, i.e. data management should not be
part of evaluation of researchers but only of projects or institutions.
A minimal list of recommendations for integration of data in research evaluation would cover at least
six aspects:







Evaluation should not concentrate on data but on data management.
The deposit of data in labelled data repositories should be preferred (expected).
Standard, generic and rich metadata should be required.
Standard persistent identifiers for data and contributors (authors), namely DOI and ORCID,
should be required.
Open data policy should be the default, at least for public funded research.
Evaluation should include explicit measures for reporting and follow-up (no simple
declaration of intention).

It may be too early to provide definitive answers to all questions, and more studies on the evaluation
of research data will be needed, in particular about granularity, metadata, licensing (accessibility)
and preservation. However, as a conclusion to our improved understanding of research data we can
already suggest that the future development of CRIS software and CERIF should be careful with the
issue of research data and consider how this reality is compliant with the CERIF data model. At the
same time, the requirements of both funding bodies and CRIS should contribute to further
standardization and improvement, in terms of content, quality and certification of data repositories
in order to enhance their usefulness for research evaluation.
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